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Abstract 
In the field o/ high level synthesis, a speed improvemru OJ 

strlcciural designs can be obtained by pariitioning the physical 
data path of ihe behavioral coqi lers  OUICOI~C. This speed 
improvctnetu is achieved by increasing the number of operations 
treated simultaneously withou appreciable overhead in ihe silicon 
area. 

In ihis paper, we p r a m  a partitiming method based on bus 
splitting. This mtM makcs use of hierarchical cluering and a 
description of all the meawres needed for partitioning is given. 

I-In troduc tion 
High level synthesis consists in generating an FTL structural 

description of a circuit bom a behavioral specification. usually 
given as an algorithm. The design research space has two 
dimensions: 

- the first one is the time needed for completion of the algorithm 
on the generated design. Tme is usually expressed as the number of 
control steps. - the sccond onc is thc silicon area uscd by Ihc dcsign. 

Time and area evolve in oppositc directions. In fact, the numbcr 
of opcrations that can bc simultancously paformcd dircctly 
dcpcnds on the numbcr of available hardware rcsourccs (function 
modules. memories. interconnections. etc...). usually. in order to 
explorethedesignspace. aonedmcnsional constraint is sct up and 
then a design minimizing the other dimension is sought. 

Synthesis consists of threc main tasks: 
- the scheduling of the behavioral description. i.c. thc 

assigmtkn of opaations to cone01 steps. - the allocation of hardware components. This consists in 
mappingcheoperarions (e.g. 4ditions)onto functionmodules (e.g. 
adders. &Us), and the variables onto memory modules. The 
allocation aim b to obtain a minimal number of design resources 
and collsqlently to minimi area cost. 
- the g e n d a n  of interconnections @uses, Mux/L)mux. etc...) 

in order to link the previously dcfmed sm~cturid entities. 
Theconsfrahtstakeninto rccountduring thescheduling task me 

either time or hardware conslraints. In the fiKt casc (c.g.[1].[2)). 
the behavioral description is split up into steps so hat the total 
running time (or the latency forpipelinestmctures) is below agiven 
bound~.ndtheunormtofhardwrrrerquired(or.neslimationof 
that amount) is minimized In the other case, the type and the 
amount of hardware are l i i t ed  and the scheduling splits the 
algorithm up so as to minimii running time (e.g.[21.[31.[41. 

[5].[6]). Allocation and schcduling arc intcrrclated tasks: the 
constrainis rclalcd to thc sharing of hardwmc arc linked to thc 
distribution of opcrations hctwccn llic control s~cps. For imtancc. 
an olxrator can not bc usul morc than oncc in a stcp ~d a rcgistcr 
can not hc slimed hy vuriahlcs w i h  overlapping lifc timcs. 

Ideally. scheduling and allocations should bc s imul lanco~~l~  
processed. In order to fmd global o p h a l  solutions, some system 
adopt chis approach (e.g.[3].(7],[8].[9].[10]). However. a s p o b l m  
complexity is important. the two tasks arc often performed in turn: 
scheduling bcforeallocation(e.g.[4],[ 1 I])orconversely(e.g.[ 12)). 
In order to obtain good solutions. somc cstimatcs of the second task 
objcctivcs are used during the first one. This method can bc 
rcpcatcdly applicd until a satisfactory solution is rcachcd. 

The last task in the synthesis of thc dam path is thc gencration of 
a minimal set of connections binding the hardware entities. TWO 
models of connectivity are used: 

- a point lo point model using Mux/Dmux devices and wired 
broadcast nets. - a bus based model. In this casc. thc resources arc only 
connected to and from buses. Buses are the generalization of 
Mux/Dmux (scc [I31 for a complctc prcscntation). As place and 
rouu: information is no! availablc at this point in IJW synthcsis, h c  
buscs arc assumcd to run all ovcr h c  dcsign. Thus, only h c  
number of buscs and of conncctions to and from huscs arc suhjcct 
to minimization. 

In both dcsign stylcs. cstimatcs of connectivity cost can be uscd 
to drivc thc allocation (e.g.(8)) and/or the scheduling tasks 
(c.g.[5].[6]). For instance. in a bus bawd connectivity model, 
parallclism and time [i.e. scheduling) arc linkcd to the number B of 
buses by: 

(1) B(s) 2 Tr(s). 'd s E S and B =Max (B(s); 
where Tr(s) denotes the number of data exchanges between 
different resources during step s and S is the set of s t e p  issued from 
the scheduling. This implies that any boundary on the m b e r  of 
buses entails an increase in the number of steps. i.e. a loss of speed 
of the circuit. 
Most of the synthesis tools do not explore the possibility of 

automatically partitioning the data path and so tend to poduce 
dcsigns which arc as compact as possible. In particular. they me 
unablc to find thc natural and functional splitting of Ihc dah @. 
The data and address computation parts of a micropocawr a 
classic example of this. Some tools [14]. BVD(Iq 
APPARTY[ 161. partition the ur ly  behavioral detniptpa m ada 
to reduce synthesis complexity. The partitioning is perfaad 
before allocation and influences the overall design. 
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In this paper we propose a method for partitionning a 
pre-synthesized dgsign by splitting the buses in order to improve 
parallelism without enlarging the area. This research is initiated by 
the m e h d  used in the APPOLON[17] data path synthesizer. 
Parallelism was made possible in the 2-bus f ixd  targct 
architecture by means of such spliuings. 

11-Method principle 
11.1-Principle 

The basic idea is illustrated in Fig.1. A transmission gate allows 
the temporary isolation of two parts of a bus. Thus, one actual bus 
can be split into two virtual buses. When the manmission gate is 
OFF, two data mnsfcrs can be simult.naously performed. one on 
each side of the split. instcad of only one when the gate is ON. So. 
by means of the splits and of a rearrangement of the resources on 
both sides of the bus (e.g. AC and B.D on Fig.lb). it is possible to 
reduce the n u m h  of steps without any change in the number of 
actual buscs. 

Themethodpoposed below is the genaalization of this idea for 
a design b hh B buJes. It consists in reorganizing the connectivity 
binding of a circuit so as to speed it up. The Nresources are to be 
apportioned to P sub4atrt-paths (clusrm). each cluster having no 
more than B buses. More accum~ly. the resources must be 
topologically organized SO that bus splitting positions can be 
determined. These splits allow an increase in parallelism i.e. morc 

s q l :  s l e p 2  A:&; B:=D; 'm 
s t e p 3  B:=C; 

(a)-Exlna Iran m dgorilhm al a single bur non-pamdalcd 
design: 

T 
1 - 
1 1 &?-r m m  m m  

@)-The sane exma an a si@ bur bi-pmitond design: 
s q  1: A:& I I B:=D; (gate OFF) 
slep2: B=C; (galeON-) 

1 
(cwor the IIM scheduling as in @) on a nan-pdtionned 
design. two hay a ~ e c c m r y .  Notice that the number of 
canncuialr U i n d  

Rg.1: Example of partitioning 

operations being executed simultaneously without an incrase in 
area. From a shuctural point of view. the P cluskrs are linked by 
Mux/Dmux devices. These are composcd of transmission gates 
binding the buses of the differcnt cluskn togetha to form B global 
buses (cf.Fig.2). At a givcn timc. thcsc dcviccs dlow.any pair of 
local buscs to be C O M O C ~ C ~  while kccping the other local buses 
isolatcd. This mcthod is accurate for a bi- or a tri-partition 
(cf.Fig.2). 

SEED ~NHANCEMEZCT: At a givcn timc. if local buses are joined by ; 
closcd transmission gatcs. they form what we call a virtual bus. If ~ 

Bv(s) is thenumber ofvirtual buses at steps, equation (1) still holds 
forBv(s). Sinceprrallelismand ~o~e~ti~arelinkedbyrelation(1) 
and B I Bv(s) I PXB. the shortening of the schedule is much more 
important if Bv(s) can be kept close to PXB. and this for as many 
stcps s as possible. In ordcr to handlc this, thc clusl~rs have U) bc 
isolated for as long as possible. This mcans that resources must be 
placcd in such a manncr that as fcw data cxchnngcs as possible have 
to pass h o u g h  b e  splits. 

Co"ecnc: Besides this time aspect the partitioning of e dezign 
doesn'tenlargetheco~ecticcostandmostofthetimeitreduces it. 

- Each resource's port has at most the same number of 
COMCC~~O~S to the buses as in a monolythic design with B buses. In 
a partitioned design. resources may have less connections since the 
Mux/Dmux devices allow other communications than wired ones. 

-In architectures with more than R buses, the resources' ports 
may atworstbcconncctcd toeach bus(and fromourexpcrienccthc 
numberofconnectionsisabout thesameas withB buses).Sointhis 
we. not only is the number of actual buses higher but the number 
of connections is also potentially higher (cf. B in Fig.lc). 

In any case. the only bssis the Mux/Dmux dcvice. Furthermore. 
the topological arrangement of the ressourux into clusters is 
valuable information for funneplac&ute tasks and apriori better 
positionning will result 
II%Posltkn In the design flowebart 

Let TI be the number of steps resulting.fiom the initial 
schcdulig on a non-partitioncd dcsign using €3 buses and a set 
&(RI. ... RN) ofhardwareresources. LetTobethenumberofsteps 
obtained when thc bus conslr.int is relaxed. The number B, of 
buses needed in this case is cxuactcd from q u a h  (1). 

A partition in P (P=2 or 3) operative "su- of the 
design (E$) is sought so as the number of steps Tp is kss than TI. 
Fig3 positions this paxtitioning method in the synthesis flowchart 
It is unhelpful to apply the method when the constraint B on the 
number of buses is not lower than B, because TOSTPIT1 always 
holds and Tl=To evuy time B 2 B,. 
As any scheduling tool which allows connectivity amstraints to 

be taken into account can bc used to compute & T1 and Tp, this 
paper only focuses on the partitioning method. 

In-Method presentation 

First. we &al with circuits for which the behavioral 
specifiution(builtinalgorithm)iscomposedofonlyomrequcnce 
of statemcn~~. The most wellknown exampks of such circuits are 
digital signal procasing circuits (DSP). The g-n for 
ordinary algorithms (with bop amswcts. branching. conditiolls. 
etc...) will be p ~ e n l e d  in paragraph VI. So. we cauida a 
sequential specification mapped onto a set E of N resources and 
scheduled m TO steps by relaxing the bus canstrlint 
The pmbkmamsists inapportioning the Nrrsourccs to P sets 

(clustcss) in order to speed up the algorithm. Thus. it is a 
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FlgJ: PaitiOn of padcming in data pth synthesis. 

classification pmblem. As mentionned earlier, the partitioning will 
be all the better as less data transfers between clusters will occur. 

If we defme for each pair of resources an affinity measure of the 
interest of grouping them, the grouP;g into clusters will be all the 
better as the measure will be important for resources in a given 
cluster (and low in different clusters). 

If theNresources arerepresentedbypointsinanN-dimensional 
space and if the distance between the points denotes the advantage 
of grouping them, then, this problem is equivalent to the 
partitioning of the overall set of points into P clusters so that the 
disprsion inside clusten is minimal. 

Finding such a partitioning is an NP-complete combinatory 
problem. A suboptimal solution is obtained by using a hierarchical 
clustering. It consists in repeatedly pining the clusters that involve 
the 1owestincresseofirumclustermertiaorequivalently.thelowest 
loss of interclustamertia(Wardcriteria) [ 18).Itis wellknown that, 
for a cluster of points, the dispersion of the points matches with the 
internal i n 6  of the cluster (e.g. 1191). 

IV-Method description 
IV.1-Representative points definition 

(1 )-A proximity measure m(R;.Rj) of a purely local nature is 
first established for each pair of resources. The greater the number 
of data exchanges Occuning between these resources. the more 
important is the measure. The measure is defined as follows: 

- let E=( RI. ... RN) be the set of the rcsources. 
- let S=(SI..&) be the set of the steps that makc up the 

sequence. Thedau flow of the stepStisknown as asubset DFG(S3 
of the data flow graph DFG(S) of the sequence S. 

- let A(S&.Ri) be defmed as kf.Fie.4bk 
A(S&&j)='k-1 (d Lhat-B is-the maximum number of 
buses allowed) 
A(S~.R~R+A(S~.Rj,R~=B-L(St.RaRj, when igj and a 
directed path between RI and Rj (or Rj and R;) in DFG(S3 
s h o w  than B exists, L&,R;.Rj) being the length of the 
shottest one (for instance in FigAb. A(SJ,8)=5-1=4). 
A(St&Rj)=O otherwise. 

A(Sh.R;.Rj) is an overvaluation of rhe nrunber ofbuses W - 
available in Sk to achieve the data transfas odvr tha thmc 
between R; and Rj. This number is strongly relatcd to the # 
shortening of the final sequence scheduling (as the number of du 
transferts that can be moved into Sk. 

TO 
- Finally, m(Ri.Rj) = CA(Sb.R,Rj) 

For instance. in the example of FigAb. m(&H)=4+4+4+0. 
Notice that the influence of the other resources is ignored in 
m(RbRj). 

(2bThe resources are placed in the N-dimcnsional space whcrc 
the$ coordinate of the resource Ri is the value m(RbR,). Placing 
the repescntative points in the N-dimcntionnal space looks like 
thc generation of a correlation matrix. It crosses the local 
information between them and supplies information of a global 
nature. 
The affinity measure is taken as the euclidian distance d(R;.Rj) 

between Ri and Rj in this space. It is aglobal measurebetweenthese 
two points as it takes into a a u n t  not only the physical link of the 
pair but also their respective environments. i.e. the other resources 
they are linked to. In this way, it corrects the drawback of m(Ri.Rj). 
IV.2-Measure between sets of resources and partltioning 
From the definition of the measure between points. it is 

necessary to derive a distance for sets. The palinence of 
regrouping two clusters is relevant to the intercluster inertia 
reduction when joining the two clusters (or equivalently, to the 
intraclustcr inertia increase, the total inertia being the sum of the 
inter and intracluster inertias). We will call the loss of intercluster 
inertia when merging two clusters "agglutination cost". 

The partitioning is done by ascendent classification: at the 
beginning. each resource is considered as a clustcr. At each stcp of 
the clustering. the two clusters with the minimal agglutination cost 
are joined together. The agglutination costs between this new 
clustcr and the others are updated. The process is repeated until 
only one cluster remains. P clusters are obtained by cutting the 
hierarchy tree at a cost level so that there are P subtrees under the 
cut (cf.Fig.4d). 

Intercluster inertiaisthesumoftheinertiasof thegravitycenters 
G; of every cluster Ci related to the total gravity center G. When Q 
clustcr are present, if W(Ci) is the weight (mass) of cluster ci. 
interclass inertia Iher is: 

bl 

N N 

11,- = W(Ci).d?Gi. G) Irmot = W(Ri)&Ri. G) 
El kl 

The total inertia of the set of points Ird is equal U, the sum of 
inlcr and intraclustcr inertias (cf. Huyghens inertia equation). 

When two clusters a and b merge into one. the contribution 
w..d2(G.,G)+wb.d2(G&) of these clusters a and b to the 
intercluster inertia is replaced by (W,+wb).d?C.b.G) where Gd is 
the gravity center of the new cluster and (w,+wb) its weight. 
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In the beginning. the fist task is to build the matrix A of the 

the relation (2). since each resource defines a clustcr. Thc 
abov-tid repetitive procas is then applied. 

When two clusters a and b merged into the cluster aUb. the 
matrix of the m d a l  distances is updated using the following 
formula to compute the SI( 8Ub.c) of the new cluster aUb for all the 
other clusters c (&a and cfb): 

“indal  distmces”h” of ~ ~ r y  plir of ~CSOUCXS ( (Ri) , (Rj) ) using 

The final result can be presented as a binary tree (cf.Fig.4d) 
where the intanal nodes are represented at levels proportional to 
the loss of inertia for the comsponding mergers. 
IV3-Remarks 

(1 )-In order not ro break common subexpressions structures 
into several clustqs. an extra term c is addcd to A which rcinlorces 
the link between such resources. 

&U%.Rj)=(B-Min( L(St.RiRu)+L(St,Rj.Ru) 1 )R 
when R, common descendant of RI and Rj  exists in DFG(Sk) 
and Min( ...)a (e.g. in FigAb. ~(S~F.I)=(5-(1+1))/2=l.S). 

* c(S&.Rj)=d) otherwise. 
(2 )-The same weight can be set to each resource. But it can be 

interesting to give different weights to the different resources. In 
fact, clusters having lower weights are inclined to merge before the 
othcn since for the same distance the variation of inertia will be 
lower. Due to the greedy aspect of the clustering algorithm, this fact 
leads us to assign lower weights to the resources that are to be 
merged first. 
This is the case of situations in which some resources often 

occurs while some others rarely do. As it is interesting to deal with 
thcfirstonesasroonaspossible.low weightsarcassigncdtothcm. 
One possible weighting, m mvenc ratio to the number of steps in 
which r ~ o u r c c  RI occurs is Y(R+l/m&Ri). 

The opposite situation OCCUTS when the sequcnce involvcs a 
greatmrrr~ofresourceseachonekmgteldomusad.Inthiscase. 
it is bettm to group fist the resources with few p m e n .  As thcsc 
rcsoures. in this situation. are also Ihc least used oms. thc 
w e i g h t i n g f ~ i r p a l t o ~ n ~ ~ o f s t e ~ i n  which thc 
rcs0urce.s occurs. W(Rd is simply m(Ri.Ri). 

V-Example 
Fig Aa is a didactic exhple of a data flow graph constraid by 

5 buses. FigAb isthe scheduling with the bus constraint relaxed. 
Fig.4c is the amdinates matrix from which the global distances 
and the inertial mauix are built. The hierarchical clustering tree is 
given in Fig.4d. The Fmal saucture and the scheduling for the 
two-partiticm design oblained me given in Fig.4e and FigAf 
respectively. On this example. the partitioning method leads to a 
speed enhanxma~ of 3 steps which is the maximum for h i i  
example. 

VI-Ceneralization 

descripionr rPeunrrllymdeupof r e v d  requences (also called 
Except for digital signal pocessmg circuits. behavioral 

basic bbcks) linked tog* by h n c h  and test actions, 
sync- pointr. etc... Thus the intend -tation of 
behavianl q d i c u i a n  .pperrr as revad D E S .  

S e v d  poblcmc appear when the p d h n i n g  is to be done on 
an KTZ description carrying a multi-- algorithm: 

. .  

a)-Partitioning must bc applied to thc information conc.incd in 
all the DFGs (resources involved in the scquency depardcncies 
between thcsc resources. etc...). It is not possible to m g e  thc 
results of partitioning local to cach scquencc since two saquurces 
which are independently partitioned can lead to conflicting results: 
e.g.partitioning thethreeresources R1.R2.R3canrdtin (R1,Rz). 
( Rs) for a seqmce Si and (RI ), ( R2.R,) for a 

b)-The sequence~ do not run the same n u m b  of times. It is the 
same for data ezchanges in those sequences. The a m i t y  
cocflicicnts must cske into account thcsc n u m b s  of times. 

The mcthod that we propose consists in computing an “werage 
partitioning” global to all sequences, controlled by the best local 
results. This method is the following: 

Sj. 

(1 )-For every individual scqucncc Sk: 
* compute from DFG(Sk) the matrix ha of the coordinates of 

all resources involved in sequence St  (Mst(RipRj)=m(Ri+Rj)). 
gcnaate the partitioning Pk of sequence Sk with the above 
mclhod. 
extract thc gain C(St.Pt) in running time. 
Ici N(St) be Ihc n u m b  of times the scqucnce sk runs. Then. 
cr(S,.P,~N(S,)*C(S,.P,) is thc contribution to the whole 
algoritm mal gain i l  pk is rpplicd indcpndmtly on St.  

(Z)-Compute thc global mauix M of mrclinatcs as: 
1 

whae S(Ri) denotes the set of sequences in which the resources 

(3)-Apply the pevious partitioning mcthod to M the global 
occun. 

matrix. 
Kcmark: 

- The N(S3 coeficients can be obtained by simulation or at 

- Generally the total gain will bc Icss than W(&).G(Sk.Pk). 
VII-Benchmarks 

The algorithm has bccn applicd to the din‘acntial qwtion 
pesenled in [4]. using one adder, one subtractoi. one comparator 
and one multiplicx with a 3 bus constraint. The results are 
summarized in the following values: 

- Tl=ll  stcps. This is the time uscd for the nowpartitioned 
design. 

- T p 7  steps. This is the time spent when relaxing the bus 
constraint. With regard to allocations, i t  is the shortest h e .  

- T-fs stcps. This is the time used on a bi-partitioned design. 
- T3=7 steps. On the tri-plrtitioned design, the maximum 

A second exampk is the filterpresented in [SI synthesized using 
one multiplier and one adder. With this example, the results are: 

For these examples the partitioning obtained by OUT method is 
the optimal one as far as spccd cnhancemcnt is concerned. 

VILl-Conelusion 
In h i s  paper, a method of partitioning data path has been 

p d  It produces. unda a given set of constraints (resources 
arellrerdymrtchedmdthemurimumnum~ofbusesdefmed)a 
partitioned design composed of P subparts with B buses at mosL 
The resources are distributed between P subparU so as to minimize 

palsc time. 

parallelism has been reached. 

T i44  steps, T p 2 6  steps. T ~ 2 8  steps. 

P. 
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the running time by maximizing the n u m b  of opcrations 
simultaeorely executed at evcry unurol step. 

The method is compoKdof threemain1.sks: 
- Firstly, a local measure 1 of the importance of the physical link 

between the rcssmccs k evaluated. 

N - d i i d  me& sjmx using I(ri,rj) U the jth coordinate of 
the ~esource Ri. The global measure between the resources is 
W m d  U the euclidean diumce between the pins in this spacc. 

-Lastly, the rrroums are p u p d  according to the minimal 
distance betwecn rcsouns sets (clusoters). The distance bctwccn 
two clustat &f& IS the loss of mterclusoter ineflia whcn UIC 
WO dust3 merge. Be- with .U resources U individual 
clusters. the regrouping stops when only P clustas remain. 

For most designs. this method allows the designer to improve 
circuits speed without a considexable overhead in silicon area. 

This algorithm has been implemented m the SCOOP behavioral 
canpila developed at the LAMh4 [20] and has been successfully 
applied to explore design space. 

Am-: The authors arc gratcful LO anonymous 
referees for their valuable remarks. 

-Next, the N tc~ource~ ~e PM in an euclidean 
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Fig.&: Hierarchical clustering tree 

Ixl Ixl 
Fig.4e: Structure of partitioned design : 4 gates are necessary. 
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